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Welcome to Boot Creek, North Carolina. A charming little 
town where everyone knows everyone—but not everyone 
has found their happily ever after. While some are looking 
for romance, others are hiding from it, but hope and 
healing are always right around the corner. Because here, 
where hearts are big and the bonds of friendship and 
family are strong, love always finds a way forward. 

 
 

Praise for Nancy Naigle 
 

"The camaraderie of a small town is captured in all its glory in 

this story of rediscovered love, lies and deceit. Trust comes in 

small doses and is lost just as easily as the clever plot unfolds, 

especially when unusual characters provide surprises." —RT 

Book Reviews on Sweet Tea and Secrets 
 

"Absolutely delightful, feel good story about small town living, 

sweet romance, and even a little mystery to solve." —Books and 

Spoons on Barbecue and Bad News 
 

"[A] great romance that is emotionally charged from the first 

page." —Harlequin Junkie on Wedding Cake and Big Mistakes 

 
 

About Until Tomorrow 
 

After yet another heartbreak, Flynn Crane is pretty much done with dating. She’s not even sure she can 
keep her grandparents’ struggling bed-and-breakfast afloat. But just as she’s about to give up on both her 
business and her dream of settling down in Boot Creek, Ford Morton walks back into her life. 
  

Even from thousands of miles away, Ford never forgot the spark that ignited when he first met Flynn. Now 
a monthlong artists’ residency near Boot Creek gives him the perfect opportunity to find out just how 
intense the fire between them can get. 
  

Neither of them expected just how that little spark would turn into heated passion. With Ford’s return to 
Alaska looming near, Flynn is torn between her life in Boot Creek and a chance to move to the wilderness 
for love. Can Ford and Flynn find a way to share tomorrow together—before they both lose their hearts in 
Boot Creek? 
 

About the Author 
 

USA Today bestselling author Nancy Naigle whips up small-town love stories with a dash of suspense and 
a whole lot of heart. She began her popular contemporary romance series Adams Grove while juggling a 
successful career in finance and life on a seventy-six-acre farm. She went on to produce works in 
collaboration with other authors, including the Granny series. Now happily retired from a career in 
finance, she devotes her time to writing, antiquing, and enjoying the occasional spa day with friends. A 
Virginia girl at heart, Nancy now calls North Carolina home. 
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